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Abstract. For the classical maximum power point tracking algorithm, the setting of small step increases 

the speed of maximum power tracking of photovoltaic power generation system and the stability of 

operation in stable state. To solve this problem, this paper designs a maximum power point tracking system 

based on booster circuit, and adopts fuzzy auto-disturbance rejection control to improve the conductance 

increment method with variable step length. Based on the relationship between the rate of conductance 

change and the maximum power point conductance, the step size of the adrc is adjusted by using the fuzzy 

logic control. The MPPT system of photovoltaic power generation is designed by combining the 

incremental conductance method and the improved fuzzy control method with the correction factor. The 

control method does not depend on the mathematical model of the system, the design is flexible, the control 

effect is robust, stable and accurate. It can be used for reference for other types of solar photovoltaic power 

generation control system. 

1 Introduction 

Solar energy because of its potential in clean long 

features more and more get people's attention and 

recognition, photovoltaic cells as taking solar energy as 

the main energy products, with the traditional battery 

don't have clean lasting advantages. However, due to the 

photovoltaic panels acquisition and conversion capacity 

constraints, can photoelectric conversion efficiency of 

photovoltaic cells only less than 20% [1]. The output 

power varies with the intensity of light and the ambient 

temperature, and the nonlinear characteristics of power 

and voltage have their own maximum working point. 

Therefore, maximum power point tracking technology 

has become an indispensable content in photovoltaic 

systems for maintaining the maximum output power of 

photovoltaic cells. 

In recent years, MPPT control method has become a 

research hotspot [2], such as disturbance observation 

method [3] conductance increment method [4], particle 

swarm optimization algorithm [5], fuzzy control [6], 

neural network algorithm [7]. Disturbance observation 

affected by disturbance step length, perturbation step 

size is small, tracking speed slow perturbation step size 

is larger, after reach the maximum power point larger 

oscillation, causes the power loss conductance increment 

method has fast tracking speed faster, but more complex 

and intelligent algorithm of sensor accuracy requirement 

high has a higher requirement to the controller, operation 

more, implementation is more complicated. Adrc [8] is a 

control algorithm to deal with disturbances. It is a 

nonlinear control method based on error feedback. It 

does not rely on the accurate mathematical model of the 

system, and it can make better estimation and 

compensation for the unmodeled dynamics and unknown 

disturbances of the system [9]. In this paper, an 

improved adrc is designed to simplify the structure of 

typical adrc, reduce the parameters to be adjusted, and 

introduce fuzzy control [10] to optimize the parameters 

of adrc, so that the controller has stronger self-

adaptability. An improved auto-disturbance rejection 

controller was applied to the variable-step conductance 

increment method to improve the response speed and 

steady-state accuracy of the system. Simulation results 

show that the proposed method can effectively improve 

the dynamic response and power oscillation of 

photovoltaic system. 

2 Improved incremental conductance 
method based on ADRC Mathematical 
model of ADRC 

The ADRC controller is mainly consists of three parts: 

tracking differentiator (TD), extended state observer 

(ESO), nonlinear state error feedback (NLSEF) [8]. Fig.1 

shows the block diagram of first order standard ADRC. 
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of first order ADRC 

In Fig.1, v is the input signal of ADRC controller, 

v1is the tracking signal of input signal; y is the feedback 

signal of the system; 1z
 is the tracking signal; z2 is the 
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total disturbance observation; b0 is the compensation 

factor; z2/b0 is the compensation for internal and external 

disturbances; u0 is the initial signal of the controlled 

object by NLSEF; u is the final control signal after 

compensating the disturbance. 

In engineering applications, the first-order ADRC 

controller of NLSEF error gain coefficient of βis not 

easy to adjust, under the condition of variable 

disturbance conditions need to manually adjust the 

parameters, this is not conducive to the practical 

application so this article will be used in the design of 

ADRC controller, fuzzy control using fuzzy rules of 

NLSEF parameters setting, achieve the goal of online 

modification parameters, is advantageous to the ADRC 

controller in the practical engineering application. 

2.1 Fuzzy Automatic Disturbance Rejection 
Control  

In the control system, the first to know the mathematical 

model of controlled object or the transfer function, and 

some complex production process, because the practice 

is affected by many factors, accurate mathematical 

model and analysis are hard to obtain, this is the 

limitation of the classical control theory. According to 

people's experience, for example, temperature and other 

parameters can be to judge these complex production 

system that according to the experience of people judge 

summed up a lot of kinds of control rules were obtained, 

by a fuzzy controller is equivalent to the human brain to 

complete the complex nonlinear system control, it does 

not rely on mathematical model also can get good 

control effect.This is fuzzy control. 

The input of the fuzzy controller is the error e and the 

error rate ec between the state estimation of the feedback 

velocity and the given velocity of the system. The output 

is the modified value


 of the parameter to be adjusted 

in NLSEF. In their domain, 7 language subsets are 

defined, namely{NB, NM, NS, O, PS, PM, PB}, 

respectively.  Where NB, NM, NS, O, PS, PM and PB 

are linguistic values. They respectively represent 

“negative big”, “negative medium”, “negative small”, 

“0”, “positive big”, “positive small”, “positive medium”, 

“positive big”. Mamdani algorithm is used for fuzzy 

reasoning, and average weighting method is used for 

defuzzization. The fuzzy rules for setting


 are shown 

in Tab.1.  

Tab 1. Fuzzy rule table of  △β 

 

After the defuzzification , substituting value


in (1). 

                          = +                                 (1) 

Where
 

is the initial value of error gain in NLSEF. 

3 Improved incremental conductance 
method 

3.1 Conductance Increment Method 

In practical application, the photovoltaic array is 

composed of many series and parallel photovoltaic cells, 

and the equivalent circuit of photovoltaic cells is shown 

in Fig.2: 
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of solar photovoltaic cell 

In Fig.2,RL is the external load of photovoltaic cells, 

the load current is IL,Rs and Rsh is the internal 

resistance of photovoltaic cells, which is usually small, 

Rsh is the bypass resistance, and the general resistance is 

large. IVD is the total diffusion current Isc through p-n 

junction, which represents the current excited by photons 

in photovoltaic cells, depending on the irradiance cell 

area and temperature T. 

According to the characteristics of photovoltaic cells, 

there is only one maximum power point under certain 

lighting and temperature conditions. During the 

operation of photovoltaic power generation system, 

certain control means must be adopted to ensure that 

photovoltaic panels work near the maximum power point 

in different environments, so as to improve the 

conversion efficiency of electric energy. This process is 

the MPPT control. Incremental conductance method is 

one of the most commonly used MPPT algorithms. 

Voltage power curve of the photovoltaic array is a 

single-peak curve, the maximum output power point, the 

power on voltage derivative is zero, for maximum power 

point, as long as in the region of the power of the voltage 

of the derivative is greater than zero increase the voltage, 

the power of the derivative of less than zero voltage area 

decrease the voltage, the derivative is equal to zero or 

very close to zero, voltage remains unchanged; When the 

voltage remains unchanged and the current increases, the 

working voltage increases, and when the voltage remains 

unchanged and the current decreases, the working 

voltage decreases. So available: 
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Where, PPV,UPV and IPV are respectively the sampling 

values of output voltage of photovoltaic cells and output 

current of photovoltaic cells at time t; DPPV,dUPV, and 

dIPV are the changes of the output power of photovoltaic 

cells at time t-1 and time t respectively. In the process of 

maximum power point tracking, photovoltaic cells first 

determine whether the system is located at the maximum 

power point by comparing whether the conductance 

variation dI/dU of the battery and the negative 

conductance I/U of the battery are equal. When they are 

not equal, the photovoltaic system can determine the 

position relationship between the output power and the 

maximum output power at the current moment through 

the relative size relationship between them, and apply 

the corresponding disturbance voltage to make the 

output power approach the maximum power point. Its 

control strategy flow chart is shown in Fig 3. 
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Fig. 3. Routine algorithm program flow chart 

Although this method has the capability of dynamic 

tracking, it still has some defects, such as the 

contradiction between tracking speed and accuracy and 

the misjudgment of step direction. 

2.1 Incremental Conductance Method Based on 
ADRC 

Aiming at the shortcomings of the traditional fixed-step 

incremental conductance method, and in order to 

improve the dynamic and steady characteristics of the 

incremental conductance method in MPPT tracking, the 

auto-disturbance rejection algorithm is adopted to 

improve the incremental conductance method. In general, 

MPPT with constant step size cannot give consideration 

to both the dynamic response and the reduction of steady 

state oscillation, and cannot achieve the optimization of 

both. Here, auto-disturbance rejection algorithm is 

adopted to realize the change of step size, so as to give 

consideration to the tracking accuracy and speed.  

Let U(k) and I(k) be the voltage and current output 

by photovoltaic cells at moment k, and D(k) and Step are 

the changes of duty cycle and duty cycle respectively, 

namely, the change of step length is: 

( ) ( 1) = ( 1)= −  − 
dP

D k D k step D k N
dU

                    (3)  

Here, the increment of conductance should be a 

constant value of 0, and the first-order adrc can meet this 

requirement. The adrc can be designed with the sum of 

the system conductance increment and instantaneous 

conductance as input, and the step length change D(k) as 

output. Due to differential GPS device is mainly used in 

the system arrangement of the transition process, and 

extract the differential signal, but for the first order since 

immunity regulator, extended state observer and 

observation of the disturbance of tracking signal output 

system, only not differential output signal of control 

object, so the differential tracker only play the role of the 

filter in the system, to reduce the complexity of model 

and reduce for setting parameters, differential tracker can 

be omitted. Because the fal function in nonlinear state 

error feedback characteristic curve is not smooth, this is 

not smooth features easy to make the system chattering 

in after entering the steady state, the linear error control 

is adopted, which in a simple first-order system with 

appropriate proportion gain instead of NLSEF module, 

facilitate the realization of the digital calculation, at the 

same time to speed up the response of the system. At this 

point, the first-order ADRC regulator mathematical 

model is: 

The ESO shown as follows: 
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The NLSEF shown as follows: 
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In equations (4) and (5) :e1 is the tracking error of 

the sum of the system conductance increment and 

instantaneous conductance; GZ is the sum of the actual 

conductance increment and instantaneous conductance 

of the system;  is the system's given value of 0; Z1 is 

the state estimation of the sum of the system 

conductance increment and instantaneous 

conductance;Z2 is the observed value of disturbance 

signal; is the optimal control function, fuzzy 

rules are used to set parameters in NLSEF. The 

simplified first-order auto-disturbance rejection regulator 

block diagram is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig.4 The block diagram of improved first order ADRC speed 

regulator  

4 Simulation Experiment 

Experimental conditions: the photovoltaic system 

simulation experimental model shown in Fig. 5 is built 

by Matlab/Simulink platform: 

 

 

Fig.5 The simulation model 

In fig.5, Boost circuit is adopted as the main circuit. 

The MPPT module collects the voltage and current of 

photovoltaic panels, generates the duty ratio by adopting 

the improved conductance increment method based on 

fuzzy ADRC, converts the obtained results into PWM 

wave, controls the on-off of switch tube, and realizes 

MPPT control. Circuit parameters in the simulation 

experiment: photovoltaic array parallel capacitor 

C1=1000μF;C2 = 300μF;L= 0.3mH, initial value of 

current IL =0A;R = 20 Ω; Switch frequency is 20kHz. 

PV battery array parameters: the short-circuit current 

ISC= 13.88A, open circuit voltage VOC=354V under 

standard test conditions S=1000W/m2, T=25, and the 

maximum nominal power of PV battery array is about 

4.2kw. Based on the traditional incremental conductance 

method and the improved incremental conductance 

method based on fuzzy control ADRC, the maximum 

power point tracking characteristics and steady state 

power chattering are tested. 

In order to verify the control quality of the fuzzy 

ADRC method for the change of environmental 

conditions, the abrupt change of the ambient temperature 

and light intensity is simulated and compared with the 

traditional method. 

The ambient temperature T remains unchanged, and 

the illumination intensity S mutation simulation Fig.6 is 

the simulation waveform of traditional method and 

ADRC method respectively, T=25, S at 0.15s, 0.25s 

from 1100W/m2 to 900W/m2, and then to 1100W/m2. 

Fig.6(a) and (b) respectively show the output power 

waveform of PV cell under the condition of light change. 

It can be seen that the output power of PV cell is stable 

and fluctuates in the transition stage when the external 

environment changes, the output power transition of 

Boost circuit adjusted by fuzzy ADRC method is smooth 

and stable without fluctuation.      Fig. 7(c) and (d) show 

the output current of PV cell. It can be seen that the 

current of traditional method fluctuates greatly. 

 

 

（a） 

 

（b） 

 

（c） 
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（d） 

Fig.6 Simulation waveform comparison 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, the maximum power point tracking model 

is established in Matlab/simulink environment by using 

the auto-disturbance rejection conductance increment 

method of fuzzy control. On the basis of inheriting the 

traditional fixed-step conductance increment method, 

using the idea of adjusting step size, the auto-disturbance 

rejection controller adjusts step size according to the 

relationship between the rate of conductance change and 

the maximum power point conductance. Fuzzy control is 

used to simplify the process of parameter adjustment in 

adrc. So that the photovoltaic power generation system 

can adjust the step size in time according to the change 

of the environmental state, and effectively balance the 

contradiction between the response speed and stability of 

the system. In order to verify the effectiveness and 

superiority of this fuzzy control algorithm, the 

simulation and experimental comparison of the new 

algorithm and the traditional algorithm are carried out on 

the experimental equipment. 

The experimental results show that the ADRC 

method proposed in this paper has the advantages of fast 

response, no overshoot and strong robustness, and is 

superior to the traditional conductance increment method 

in both rapidity and stability, which can control the 

MPPT of the output power of photovoltaic cell array. 
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